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I. Introduction
A. If you are even somewhat interested in this subject, please join the Knowledge Strategy
Interest Group in the ABA Law Practice Division.
1. Go to our home page at: http://ambar.org/LPMKnowledge
2. You can join the Interest Group by following the link under “Join Us.” You will be
asked to join the ABA or Law Practice Division if not already a member. Joining is
free for Law Practice Division members. Joining the Division costs $50/year for ABA
members.
3. On its web site the Interest Group posts resource documents and web links. It also
e-mails its members with notices of programs, both in-person and webinars. The
Group also plans on a newsletter.
B. Or you can e-mail the Group’s Chair, Jack Bostelman, at
jack.bostelman@kmjdconsulting.com.
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II. What is Knowledge Strategy and why do we care?
A. What do we mean by Knowledge Strategy?
1. It’s a two-part definition: First, we need to talk about Knowledge Management.
That’s how lawyers share what they know
a. about client work,
b. about clients,
c. about markets for their services, and
d. about their firms as businesses.
2. Definitions are too vague, though. Examples are clearer:
a. Quality lawyer training, feedback and mentoring that not only imparts senior
lawyer expertise to more junior lawyers, but also shares lawyer expertise among
colleagues.
b. Effective practice group meetings that discuss current issues, promote group
communication and include training.
i. So far technology hasn’t been mentioned.
c. An effective work product search and retrieval system for precedents, internal
research and client advice (including e-mail advice). This is actually really hard to
achieve.
d. System to capture knowledge that’s not document-based, such as firm expertise
(what steps are involved to complete this type of matter) and lawyer expertise
(who is the firm’s expert on a particular subject).
e. A repository of firm experience for each matter the firm undertakes, which
includes factual details about the matter, commentary about context and billing
information broken down by sub-parts of the matter.
f. Easily accessible knowledge about client needs, current firm work for the client
and competitors for the client’s work.
3. For the second part of the definition, Knowledge Management becomes Knowledge
Strategy when all the elements of knowledge management are considered together as
a core function managed by the firm’s senior-most leaders to support the firm’s
strategic goals.
a. This is the part that’s been absent at many firms, and is part of the explanation for
past failures.
b. The potential of a knowledge management effort within a firm is limited by the
seniority level of the lawyers behind it.
i. If it’s run by the IT Dept. it will have limited success, relying mostly on
firmwide technology solutions that may or may not hit the sweet spot for
lawyers.
ii. If it’s run by mid-level staff, or even a former lawyer, who report to the firm’s
executive director, it will work better but will not be a game-changer. As a
result, it will likely be starved for resources.
iii. If it’s run by a respected partner who’s tied in to senior management’s
strategy and other objectives, the firm’s knowledge-sharing efforts can really
go far.
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B. Why do we care about Knowledge Strategy?
1. Aid in identifying comparable matters for purposes of setting alternative fees, finding
relevant precedent, preparing pitch books and staffing matters with lawyers having
relevant experience.
2. Improve efficiency, which reduces write-downs (before the bill) and write-offs (after
the bill) and improves profitability. Efficiency also makes clients happier and
improves lawyer morale.
3. Help quickly find the firm’s expert on a particular legal issue.
4. Enable junior lawyers to take on more senior work, thereby increasing leverage and
profits per partner.
5. Reduce risk by improving the consistency and quality of professional work product.
C. To illustrate, consider two examples of specific initiatives for improving knowledgesharing: checklists and e-mail management. These examples apply both to larger
firms and small firms.
1. Checklists are a great way to get started
a. One kind of checklist describes the key provisions of a document – the anatomy
of an agreement.
i. This checklist will help the draftsperson, probably a junior lawyer, gain an
understanding of the finer points. It can include cross-references to
explanatory material.
ii. The checklist also helps a more senior lawyer reviewing the draft – especially
by helping to spot something that’s missing, such as the choice or law
provision or an alternate provision for something’s that’s there.
b. Another kind of checklist explains the steps for accomplishing a type of matter,
either big picture steps for the whole matter or detailed steps for a specific task
within the matter.
i. These kinds of checklists for internal tasks probably mainly help the junior
lawyers.
ii. But, like the pilot checklists described in the Checklist Manifesto, these
checklists can even help prevent more senior lawyers from overlooking
important action items.
iii. For transactional work, if the checklist is circulated to all parties working on
the matter it can be part of deal management by serving as a time and
responsibility document.
c. Yet another type of checklist for transactional matters can list all the documents
needed for the matter, as well as who’s responsible for drafting them.
d. Checklists have many practical advantages
i. They can be fairly easily and quickly created, producing usable work product
much sooner than a standard forms project.
ii. They can be updated and expanded more nimbly than a standard form. A basic
checklist can then be enhanced in bite-size steps each time lawyers return to it
for updating. It doesn’t have to be created at one time as a single master
document, the way standard forms do.
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iii. At some point, a checklist could even evolve into a standard form, although
it’s probably more useful to have a robust checklist and a related collection of
actual precedents anyway. Updating checklists is much easier because you
don’t have to go through a big partner committee for approval.
e. Checklists can start in paper form but evolve into more automated versions.
i. They can be posted on an intranet, with hotlinks to the explanatory material
and related precedents.
ii. A process checklist on the intranet can be turned into an on-line workflow
management system. Each lawyer can update the status of the various steps,
making it readily available to the partner in charge for use in managing the
matter and updating the client. Conceivably even the client could have access.
2. A thornier problem is e-mail – managing it by the individual lawyer and managing it
within the firm as an organization.
a. Most firms have policies requiring filing of client-related e-mail.
b. Most firms also experience a huge gap between that policy and the lawyers’
actual practices – and don’t even have a way to know how large that gap is.
i. Given the central importance of e-mail, unfiled e-mail or non-locatable e-mail
(which amounts to the same thing) means
(a) inability to know what advice the firm has given – the client says it was
told X, the firm remembers saying Y but can’t prove it,
(b) loss of prior research – the firm reinvents the wheel, and
(c) incomplete client files – risks of ethical violations if the client asks for its
file.
ii. The bottom line – it means important knowledge isn’t being shared, leading to
inefficiency and inconsistent advice.
c. There’s no silver bullet. And this isn’t really a software problem. It’s mostly a
human behavior problem.
d. This subject could be the topic for its own program, so it won’t be addressed fully
here. The basic point is that the problem will almost always turn out to be lots of
smaller problems. Individual categories of behaviors must be examined, their
causes understood, and solutions devised for each. Here are a few examples of
possible reasons:
i. The software could be too hard to use.
ii. Senior lawyers may need more training because they don’t know they can link
e-mail folders to the electronic filing system to automatically file their e-mail.
iii. Lawyers, especially associates, may be avoiding convenient bulk filing of
e-mail because they’re concerned about their own privacy over what they’ve
said or the way they’ve said it in some e-mails.
(a) The only effective methods are to file at the time of sending or receiving
or bulk file all the e-mail in a particular folder periodically or at the end of
the matter.
(b) If they won’t do it either of those ways, it won’t get done. Lawyers will
likely never individually address a huge pile of e-mail at a later date.
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iv. Lawyers may find it too cumbersome to file e-mail when sending because
they can’t be bothered with client and matter numbers.
v. Lawyers may have a hard time filing e-mail from their remote devices and
won’t bother doing it when they get back to their desks.
e. The solutions to each of these problems will be different. Some involve
technology, but most involve addressing the way lawyers work and behave.
f. Ultimately, pressure from senior management will also be required in order for
the necessary culture changes to take hold.
III. Case Study:
Firm

Knowledge Strategy Initiatives in a Large Law

A. Profile of Paul Hastings
1. The firm has nearly 1,000 attorneys, 20 offices, and a very wide range of practices.
2. The firm has grown significantly in the last 10 years, in terms of number of attorneys,
lateral partners, number of offices and practice areas.
3. Many of its practice groups are spread across several offices.
4. It is an important part of the firm’s strategy to integrate its growing numbers of
offices, attorneys and practice areas.
5. Structure of knowledge management within the firm:
a. The Firm established a Knowledge Management Dept. two years ago.
b. A senior partner is in charge – full-time. He’s a former M&A practitioner.
c. The firm has five full-time knowledge management attorneys who serve several
practice groups. They are all former practitioners in the practice areas they
support. The firm plans to add a few more knowledge management attorneys in
the coming years.
d. The firm’s smaller practice groups will have no knowledge management
attorneys. If those groups are sufficiently interested and organized, though, they
get consultative services from the KM Dept.
B. Two of the firm’s major initiatives.
1. Knowledge bases
a. These are based on the concept of filtered search. This is very new to law firms,
but fairly well known in the corporate world.
i. The concept is encountered all the time when shopping on Amazon.com.
(a) Say one is looking for a digital camera. The shopper types that in the
search box.
(b) More products are returned than the shopper can possibly consider.
(c) They key, though is that filters appear on the left, allowing the shopper to
check boxes for desired features, price range, manufacturer and other
important attributes.
(d) Once the shopper applies those filters, the list becomes very manageable.
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(e) Imagine trying to narrow the results sufficiently with a pure keyword
search such as that require by the typical law firm document management
system search engine.
ii. The firm created something like the Amazon shopping experience for various
practice groups within the firm.
(a) For its M&A/Private Equity knowledge base, the firm created filters such
as Subject Matter, Document Type, Transaction Type and Industry.
(b) Each filter has sub-filters, to allow for granular searching.
(c) The user is searching for documents not products, but the firm’s filters
function the same as the Amazon filters.
b. Why does filtered search work better than straight law firm word search?
i. Law firm word search ranks by frequency of occurrence of search terms –
There are far too many hits to wade through. Lawyers don’t have the
knowledge or patience to construct super-complex Boolean searches to find
their documents among the zillions in the firm’s system. Even if they did,
they’d probably get too many hits.
(a) The firm has over 20 million documents in its document management
system, not counting e-mails (which triple that figure).
ii. There’s no way law firm word search can produce a Google-like (in other
words, extremely relevant) result set because Google ranks its results based on
references to a page by other pages, not by number of word occurrences. It’s a
completely different concept than word search and isn’t applicable within a
law firm document environment.
iii. Documents are tagged with multiple filter categories. The user narrows the
search by selecting filters from as many categories as desired. The result set
will be only those documents tagged with all the chosen major filter
categories. The categories with many documents also have sub-filters.
iv. Users can check and uncheck filters to expand or narrow their first search.
They can also try different word search terms. Because the filter categories
were developed with lawyers in each practice group specifically for that
group’s knowledge base, the lawyers are not confused or put off by the many
categories available for filtering.
c. Of course, all this benefit doesn’t come easily. There are several challenges in
setting up a filtered search tool in a law firm.
i. First, filtered search has to be done at the practice group level, not on a
firmwide basis. This is because the filters must be defined by reference to the
document population and the way the user group thinks about the documents
for searching. Both the needed filter categories and the types of documents
tend to be very different across practice groups. This means knowledge bases
must be set up separately for each practice group.
(a) On the plus side, this means one practice group can have a knowledge
base that contains the deal documents from every matter they’ve worked
on.
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(b) While another practice group can have a different kind of knowledge base
with a mixture of (i) good examples of the main deal documents,
(ii) articles and other explanatory material about relevant topics, and
(iii) samples of ancillary documents such as resolutions and closing
certificates.
(c) The firm has both types.
(d) Fortunately, the same underlying software can be used for all the
knowledge bases. The separate knowledge base requirement applies more
to the way the knowledge bases are managed and used than to the
technology platform.
ii. A second challenge is that someone has to manually tag each document with
the relevant filter categories. This is both the power of the database and a
challenge to getting it done.
(a) In groups supported by a Knowledge Management Attorney, that Attorney
does the tagging. The Attorney is familiar with the subject matter and can
assign the various tags fairly efficiently.
(b) In practice groups having no dedicated knowledge management attorney,
and which may be smaller, a small number of partner-associate teams in a
group must undertake to do the tagging, each covering a different part of
their group’s knowledge base.
(c) Software can make the administrative part of tagging an easy on-line
process, but an attorney knowledgeable about the subject matter must still
decide on the tags.
iii. The third challenge is that there needs to be a system to collect the documents,
both initially and on an ongoing basis.
(a) The Knowledge Management Attorney for a group must network with
individual attorneys on a regular basis to identify and gather relevant
documents. This can work if the Attorney is very pro-active.
(b) For deal papers, one practice group has developed a standardized semiautomated system to create e-closing sets that makes it easy for its
attorneys to make an electronic archive of the important deal documents
both for clients and the firm’s files. It makes the attorneys’ lives easier and
gives the Knowledge Management Attorney a set of final documents for
the knowledge base.
(c) Another inducement the firm offers is a filter in each knowledge base
called “Contributor,” which identifies who contributed the documents. The
Knowledge Management Attorney can tell an attorney who is known to
maintain a good collection that he or she can simulate a private filtered
knowledge base by clicking on his or her own name as Contributor.
d. There are two software platforms already used by law firms that can do filtered
search.
i. The existing enterprise search software used by perhaps the majority of large
firms – Recommind – can be configured to perform filtered search.
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ii. Also, the existing enterprise search offered by Autonomy iManage
(called IUS) also comes with a module for filtered search. That’s what my
firm uses.
iii. For either platform, a fair amount of technology effort will still be required to
configure the software properly.
e. As discussed later under “IV. Case Study: A Solo Practitioner’s Approach to
Knowledge Strategy, and Some Observations about Small Firms,” even firms that
don’t use one of the large enterprise search platforms can obtain similar results by
creating thoughtful subject matter folder structures and adopting a naming
convention for documents that contains relevant data that can be found using a
keyword search.
i. While the full functionality won’t exist in the flat taxonomy of a folder
structure (vs. the multi-dimensional filtering of a large firm’s knowledge
base), this approach can greatly improve results.
ii. This system works better in a small firm if it can identify an individual who
can collect documents and reliably and consistently tag them.
2. Practice group intranet home pages with relevant and fresh content. The overall idea
isn’t so new or revolutionary. What is different is how the firm has made it work with
relevant and fresh content at the practice group level.
a. This was the firm’s problem:
i. Attorneys in many of its practice groups are spread across many offices, have
lateraled from many different firms and in some cases tend to work in silos.
ii. They didn’t always know who to turn to outside their immediate colleagues
for precedent and guidance. They didn’t have a consistent system for staying
abreast of current developments. E-mails to the group or part of the group
were the predominant way of seeking information from others.
iii. While regular group meetings (via phone and video) certainly helped, the firm
decided it needed a virtual reference room and a single platform to distribute
group news and updates.
b. The firm’s solution:
i. Establish intranet sites at the practice group level. This involves both
(a) creating the web site framework – the technology part – and
(b) deciding on content categories and continually feeding fresh content – the
hardest part.
ii. By designing at the practice group level, the firm is able to focus on the
content the attorneys wanted, making it more likely they’d use the site.
iii. How the firm did it
(a) Start with informal interviews of practitioners in a pilot practice group.
Develop a basic layout for the home page and major sub-pages.
(b) Have individual meetings with a handful of practitioners regarding their
view of the importance of various possible content types – specific
external resources, documents and internal resources, blogs, forms, etc.
Rank their prominence on the site by their popularity from these meetings.
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(c) Find someone to manage the content – if there’s no full-time knowledge
management attorney, then the practice group chair (or his/her designee)
and a rotating associate assistant will need to do it.
(d) Emphasize content that will change and be relevant
(i) The firm’s practice group intranets can include RSS feeds of
specialized news sources relevant to the practice, an internal blog for
new developments, internal expertise locators, a stock price and public
company SEC filings tracker, commonly used forms and other
documents, and listings of the group’s internal educational programs
and regular group meetings with materials and recordings where
available.
(ii) Some of this content updates automatically, such as the RSS feeds, but
a Knowledge Management Attorney or practitioner in the group must
also stay on top of things.
(e) Engage a professional design firm to make the site user-friendly and to
give it an up-to-date appearance.
(f) Support from the practice group leadership is important both to getting the
project accomplished and in engaging the attorneys to use it.
iv. The firm has tried to use the same overall web framework and functional
modules for all interested practice groups. Not all groups use all modules.
C. Examples of more modest initiatives
1. Establishing document and folder naming conventions at the practice group level
a. The firm found it a challenge to establish standard document folders for each
matter within the document management system.
i. This is a pretty common issue among all firms.
ii. Due to lack of firmwide agreement about how many folders should be
required and what they should be, the firm established only two: documents
and e-mail.
iii. The firm didn’t try to establish a standard document naming convention. It’s
not really practical at the firm-wide level. Individual attorneys adopt their own
naming convention and the junior lawyers working under them tend to follow
suit.
b. Yet if the firm had both of these, lawyers would have an easier time finding
documents, both the team working on a given matter and other lawyers searching
for something from a matter they didn’t work on.
c. The problem was trying to do this at the firm-wide level.
d. Instead, the firm decided to tackle it at the practice group level. It’s been working.
i. There are still lively discussions about what folders to establish even within a
single practice group, but they resolve pretty quickly.
ii. The firm is setting up folders manually, so it requires training and reminding.
But it’s been favorably received and compliance is reasonable. Each
participating practice group has its own convention regarding number and
names of main folders and whether subfolders are permitted.
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iii. Each practice group also has its own policy on naming documents and what
other information to include, such as parties, transaction type or other key
data.
iv. Some practice groups are more conscientious than others in following the
policies.
e. As with the firm’s other knowledge initiatives, support and pressure from the
practice group leadership is important in getting this accomplished.
2. Collecting matter metadata at the practice group level
a. If a practice group has accurate and complete basic data about all the matters it
has worked on, it can leverage that information in many ways.
i. “Metadata” in this context refers to perhaps a dozen pieces of information,
such as the parties, the amount involved, the industry, the date, the type of
transaction or dispute, the key firm lawyers, and so on.
ii. For example:
(a) The league table information that’s reported would be more complete.
(b) The metadata could be coupled to the document management system so
that lawyers could filter their word searches by industry, type of matter,
etc.
(c) Lawyers could more quickly identify comparable matters for purposes of
giving fee estimates, assembling pitch books, finding internal experts or
finding attorneys with relevant experience for staffing purposes.
b. The key phrase is “accurate and complete” basic data. The firm currently has
various manual systems to gather this information – generally spearheaded by its
Business Development Dept. The effort can be inefficient and misses information,
though.
c. In a few pilot transactional practice groups, the firm is – or soon will be – starting
to collect this information by having the attorneys fill out forms at the end of each
matter.
i. The pilot groups were picked because their leaders strongly support this effort
and they are supported by Knowledge Management Attorneys who can help
oversee the collection effort.
ii. An important principle has been that it require no more than 15 minutes for a
relatively junior associate who worked on the matter to compile the
information.
iii. Ultimately the firm will automate the input process. For now the data from the
paper forms is typed in a spreadsheet, but that will evolve as well if the firm is
successful.
d. The firm will consider expanding this effort to other practice groups based on the
success – and good word-of-mouth – of the pilots.
3. Both of these smaller initiatives require less technology and are instead more focused
on changing habits and creating consistency, which can be achieved at firms of all
sizes.
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IV. Case Study: A Solo Practitioner’s Approach to Knowledge
Strategy, and Some Observations about Small Firms
A. Although solos and small firms apply different solutions, they are addressing
essentially the same issues as large firms:
1. Quality
a. Consistency of work product,
b. Accuracy of work product (such as reflecting current law), and
c. Effectiveness of work product (such as reflecting latest practice and current
developments).
2. Efficiency
a. Ease in locating documents and other information,
b. Avoiding reinventing the wheel,
c. Quick responses to clients.
d. Managing matters better
3. Managing the firm as a business
a. Matter experience
b. Referral network
B. This case study focuses on the Law Firm of Michael Specter, Esq.
1. Solo practitioner
2. His practice focuses on representing federal and private sector employees in adverse
employment actions in Washington, D.C. and Maryland.
C. Locating prior work product in a solo practice – for consistency and efficiency
1. Like probably most solos, his firm does not have specialized document management
software, but it does have a document management system.
a. It relies on standardized folders in the Windows file system and a document
naming convention.
b. How elaborate this system needs to be, and how much time must be spent making
it work, depends on the number of active cases the firm is handling at any one
time.
i. For a variety of reasons, his firm seeks to limit itself to a maximum of
50 active cases, which allows for relatively straightforward use of the
standardized folder system and document naming convention.
2. In addition to folders for the firm’s active clients, it keeps a set of folders with
samples and templates, organized by a standardized subject index (also called a
“taxonomy”) customized for the firm’s practice. The subjects may also include layers
of sub-folders.
a. For example, the highest level in the subject index may be the administrative
forum (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Merit Systems Protection
Board, etc.)
i. The second level may be type of case
(a) EEOC: discrimination, race, sex, national origin, religion, etc.
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(b) MSPB: misconduct (third level: various types of misconduct),
performance-related (third level: various types of performance-related
cases)
b. When he finalizes a new document for a client, he frequently puts a copy in the
subject matter folder system. He also does this for documents received from
others.
c. Depending on the nature of a solo’s practice, he or she may want to put every
document in the subject folder system or only selected documents.
d. Because the subject folder system contains duplicate copies of client documents,
there’s no automated way to synchronize them with the originals in the client
folders. So he tries to file only final versions in the subject folder system, unless
he’s intentionally trying to preserve a draft for some reason.
e. He also keeps templates – standard forms – in the subject folder system.
3. In addition to the firm’s folder system, it seeks to standardize document names, so
they include basic information that can be used for a keyword search, such as client
name, type of document, administrative or other forum and so on.
a. The types of information used for the document name will vary depending on the
type of document – letter, administrative pleading, etc.
b. When exchanging documents with clients, he asks them to use his document
naming convention, which requires client name first.
i. That way the document isn’t called merely “Interrogatory Responses – First
Version” but instead is called “Smith, John – Interrogatory Responses – First
Version.”
4. It would also be possible for a firm to create a set of folders that function as a
reference section, where the lawyer can store materials from conferences and bar
association meetings, organized in whatever way the lawyer will find useful for
finding them.
D. Locating work product in smaller firms
1. Many smaller firms operate as a collection of solo practitioners. Those firms will do
fine with a folder and document naming convention and subject matter filing system
like the solo practitioner system previously described.
a. They don’t really need the expense and support complications of a document
management system.
b. In a collection of solos, they don’t even need to coordinate their respective folder
and document naming conventions or subject matter categories.
2. They key question is: To what extent do the lawyers in the firm collaborate? The
more they collaborate, the more they need a common system.
a. That common system can still be based on a file folder and document naming
convention and subject matter folders containing duplicates of final documents.
i. They just all have to agree on and use the same system. It’s worth it in the
long term to take some time up front to really hammer down the folder names
and subject matter folders.
ii. The folders need to be on a shared server drive, not on individual PCs.
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(a) Lawyers need to be reminded not to save documents locally.
(b) Access will be simplest if all users have at least Read-only access to all
documents. Applying higher security to documents impedes access by
other users and should be done only for special reasons.
iii. Secretaries need to be trained.
iv. Reference cards need to be handed out.
b. In a small firm, it will quickly become apparent who’s not following the system.
How that’s handled depends on the individual firm and could range from just
living with the problem to applying enough pressure on the individual so the
person falls more into line.
3. If the firm has specialized document management software, which can be found even
in some firms of a dozen lawyers, there are some advantages.
a. The system can force users to save all documents in its special database. No more
worries about locally saved documents that other lawyers can’t reach.
b. The system can include version control, so that successive versions are
sequentially numbered and stored together.
c. The system can force users to include some additional data about the document in
a profile window.
i. Client and matter number and/or name should certainly be among the required
data.
ii. This feature could be used to tag subject matter so the documents don’t have
to be duplicated into a set of subject matter folders. That would have the
further advantage of automatic synchronization between client files and
subject matter files, because the same document is being searched.
(a) In theory, a full subject matter index with multiple levels could be
represented as tags
(b) Users would select the appropriate tags from a fixed list (to force all users
to use the same taxonomy).
iii. The profile could also be used to tag for document type and matter type (and
matter sub-type).
iv. Documents can be searched using any of the data in the profile.
v. The data fields to include should therefore take into account how users will
want to search for documents.
vi. The ability to have these data fields allows the firm to set up multiple ways to
find a document – by client and matter, by document type, by date, by matter
type, by subject matter or any combination of these.
(a) That aspect may be very useful for reference materials from conferences
and bar association meetings that the firm may wish to index in multiple
ways.
vii. There will be an inverse relationship between the complexity of the required
profile tagging and the consistency of user compliance. The compliance gap
will also increase with the number of users.
d. Specialized document management software is not plug and play.
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i. The firm must work out a document naming convention.
ii. The firm must also decide which mandatory and optional fields to include in
the document profile and the categories of information permitted for those
fields, such as the list of subjects or document types.
iii. The firm also must train and push for compliance with these requirements.
Garbage in, garbage out.
E. Remote access to documents
1. File sharing in the “cloud”
a. Various services exist that integrate with the folders on a user’s PC and
automatically store copies of documents on the service’s remote server. The user
can access and edit the documents from multiple devices – PCs, iPhones, iPads
and other mobile devices. The key value of these services is a synchronization
feature that ensures the copy stored on all devices is the same as the one on the
server.
b. Some services are free – such as Dropbox. Others require subscription.
c. The subscription-based services can offer higher security (such as encryption)
than the free services.
2. Another service – Evernote – adds document management features to the above.
a. A user can organize notes, documents, web pages, photos, voice recordings and
other materials in a virtual notebook.
b. There are free and subscription versions.
3. Ongoing issues for all lawyers storing client and other documents in the “cloud” (in
other words, with an off-site service) are the continuing reliability of access to the
data (for example, if the service provider has technical problems or goes out of
business) and whether security is sufficient (such as through encryption) to retain
attorney-client privilege on data stored with the service provider. These are issues for
firms of all sizes.
F. Tracking matter experience for solos/small firms - Finding comparable matters for
purposes of giving fee estimates or finding relevant documents
1. Many solo practitioners carry this information in their heads. Some may wish to use a
more external system similar to what a small firm may use.
2. For firms with two or more lawyers the need for an external system depends on the
extent to which they collaborate. If they don’t collaborate, then they may be fine
relying on memory.
3. If they do collaborate, they’ll need some kind of system for listing all their matters
and some basic information about the matter, such as the type of matter, date, client
and possible a brief description. Categories for fee arrangement could also be
included. Actual fees charged don’t need to be in the system. They can be looked up
separately in the financial system after the relevant matters are identified for a
particular purpose.
a. Whether the firm does this in a spreadsheet or a more elaborate database depends
on how many lawyers will be using the system and the technical resources
available to the firm. Excel can do a lot.
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b. The key is developing a system to record the information that people will follow.
The required information should be simple enough that compliance will be
consistent. It’s much better to have a complete matter list with fewer data fields
about the matter than an incomplete one that has more fields.
c. Another consideration is what point in time the data will be collected.
i. It may be more convenient to collect the data at the outset of the matter, but
some data may not be available then or may be subject to change.
ii. Recording the data at the end of the matter may work fine for short time-frame
matters, but for multi-year litigation work waiting until the end is probably a
bad idea.
iii. The system that works will depend on the nature of the firm’s practice and the
uses to which it will put the information.
G. Managing e-mail
1. The case study firm doesn’t delete client e-mail.
a. During the matter the practitioner keeps folders for each active client matter and
is conscientious about moving client e-mail to those folders, both sent and
received.
b. He deletes junk e-mail.
c. Non-client substantive e-mail is kept in folders named for each year.
2. For firms using Outlook, periodic archiving is essential to prevent crashing due to
Outlook’s storage limits.
3. Some practitioners may also seek to be disciplined at constructing a subject line for
their e-mail that will make it easier to find in a search, and retitling the subject line
when an e-mail thread changes subjects.
4. A similar system should also serve lawyers in a small firm.
a. The missing ingredient, available only with specialized e-mail management
software that small firms may find too costly or too complicated to maintain, is a
system that allows filed e-mail to be searched and viewed by all lawyers in the
firm.
b. For small firms that have specialized document management software, there is
usually a way to save e-mail in that system, which would make it searchable by
all lawyers in the firm.
i. How it’s done depends on the particular software.
ii. In some cases hitting Send in Outlook can invoke the save feature in the
document management system, asking the user to assign a client-matter
number to the e-mail for storage with the firm’s other documents.
H. Managing contacts
1. In the case study firm, the practitioner puts information in the Outlook notes field that
can be used for future searches. He doesn’t use categories because Outlook’s category
feature is too simplistic.
2. This system is also used by many small firms. It’s a contact system that operates at an
individual level without any sharing mechanism. Even many large firms do it that
way.
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3. Some small firms do set up a central contacts database, especially for client mailings.
This is usually separate from individual lawyers’ Outlook contacts. They have to
establish a manual process with their lawyers to keep the central database current.
4. Use in a solo or small firm of full-fledged contact relationship management software
(CRM) could produce powerful results through its filtering and sorting features.
a. CRM software is probably not widely used, however, because of the training
required to learn these relatively complex systems and the extra time it requires
for users to input the many types of information tracked in the systems.
b. A system like this will work only as well as its weakest link. The larger the firm,
the greater the potential benefits but also the greater the challenge in getting
lawyers and their assistants to use it properly.
I. Staying current in one’s practice area
1. For solo practitioners:
a. Attend local bar group meetings and larger conferences.
b. Attend local brown bag lunches on current topics.
c. Talk to a personal network of other lawyers in the same field.
d. Subscribe to newsletters, both paper and e-mail.
2. Practitioners in small firms will likely take the same approach. They, of course, have
the additional issue of how they share current events learning within the firm.
a. Regular internal meetings is one way.
b. E-mail updates to each other is another.
c. The more the internal exchange, the better. That’s mostly a question of firm
culture. It can’t be automated.
V. People and Process
A. Why have firms had many failures in past efforts at Knowledge Management?
1. It starts with who’s in charge of the initiative
a. Driven by IT Dept.
i. The IT people don’t know how lawyers work.
ii. They do their best but necessarily focus on technology and at a firm-wide
level. They can’t really get meaningful lawyer input or cooperation.
iii. This leads to big projects that
(a) may or may not address lawyer needs and
(b) emphasize technology over content.
iv. One example of a frequent failure is enterprise search.
(a) Even with fancy automation, such as Recommind’s attempts at automatic
document categorization, enterprise search is often not a good experience.
Contrast the typical law firm search with the knowledge base filtered
search case study previously described in this outline.
v. These disconnects are because knowledge strategy is not about technology.
It’s about engaging with the lawyers. Sometimes knowledge strategy uses
technology tools, but they come second.
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(a) For example, Apple took the early lead in smartphones not so much
because it had technology that no one else had (although it did have some
of that). The real reason for its success was the way the technology
worked so well and intuitively. That took effort to understand how users
behave and what users want – minimizing clicks and having all the
features talk to each other and share their information with each other. The
technology was agnostics to those issues.
b. Another approach that works a little better but still has its share of failures occurs
where the knowledge management function is driven by middle management.
i. The firm hires one or more former lawyers and doesn’t give them senior
management support.
ii. These lawyers chip away but can’t move the dial on lawyer behavior to assist
in knowledge projects or change firm culture about sharing knowledge.
iii. When the downturns hit, these groups are the first to feel the cuts, because
management doesn’t see enough value added.
iv. It’s kind of a vicious circle: Management doesn’t treat knowledge
management as a senior-level function; without senior support, knowledge
management doesn’t perform well. This bad performance confirms
management’s view that knowledge management isn’t worth significant
expenditures.
2. The second reason for failure are the lawyer personalities that have to be reckoned
with.
a. Lawyers are skeptical, autonomous, work badly in teams and do client work to the
exclusion of all internal jobs – even to the exclusion of doing their time entries
and sending out bills.
b. This type of personality is probably just what the client wants for getting the work
done well, but it makes lawyers difficult to manage and makes them bad at
helping with knowledge projects.
c. Understanding this important human element allows a firm to concentrate on
developing strategies to overcome these personality traits.
3. The approach that can overcome these causes of failure is to have the involvement
and backing of senior management and to apply strategies for overcoming the lawyer
personality issues.
B. Strategies for addressing lawyer personality issues.
1. Strategies fall into several broad categories, all based on psychological and
organizational management research.
a. Use of motivational techniques, such as framing the request in terms of the unique
things that motivate the particular lawyer. “If you visibly help on this project,
you’ll gain the respect of your colleagues” may work for some lawyers. For others
it might be, “Helping with this project will gain so-and-so as an ally, which we
know is important to you for your other interests.”
b. Envisioning steps. In other words, describing the individual steps required to
complete the assignment. If the person can envision what needs to be done, it is
more likely he or she will do it.
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c. Solidifying commitment, such as through having the lawyer publicly agreeing to
take the action in front of the lawyer’s peers, or having the lawyer partner with
another lawyer who the first lawyer will not wish to disappoint.
d. Removing obstacles, such as lack of administrative support or resources. This
could be as simple as bringing someone on the team who can schedule and
organize meetings, circulate notes of what people agreed to do and follow up with
them in between meetings.
e. Leveraging competitive instincts, such as establishing friendly competition among
peer lawyers or pointing out comparable actions taken by competing law firms.
f. Applying leadership principles, such as through visible completion of the
requested action by firm management and thought leaders.
g. A lot of these ideas have been applied to various law firm internal initiatives by
Dr. Larry Richard, a former trial lawyer who became a psychologist and for many
years has been a management consultant to law firms. His current writings may be
found at: http://www.lawyerbrainblog.com.
2. There’s a lot more to talk about in this important area, but that also could be the
subject of a future program. For knowledge strategy initiatives, these behavioral
considerations lead to involving a cross-section of the practice group in periodic
meetings about the project. Meetings should be often enough that the practice group
members feel involved, give useful feedback and take on a sense of ownership of the
project. If they receive the same result without effort or involvement, they won’t use
it because they didn’t help create it and are naturally skeptical of anyone else’s work.
3. It’s also important, though, to minimize dependence on the lawyers for getting the
project done. Finding the right non-lawyer within the firm to keep things going is a
key step. Sometimes this requires bringing in a consultant to help.
C. How can practitioners promote knowledge strategy within their firms?
1. Large firms
a. Volunteer to your practice group leadership that you’d like to help on a
knowledge project within the group. You can do this whether you’re a partner or
an associate. If you’re a partner, you may well be put in charge of the initiative. If
you’re an associate, you’ll probably be asked to help. These are good things!
i. You may have an existing firm infrastructure to bring in, or your group may
be doing this all by yourselves.
ii. Suggest that a handful of group members talk about what they really need.
This could also be a discussion topic at a regular practice group meeting.
iii. Find something to start with that doesn’t require IT Dept. resources or other
help outside the group. You may find helpful allies in the Library or other
firm departments.
(a) Establishing a document and folder naming convention would be a good
start.
(b) Creating checklists would be another.
iv. Early successes with these projects will give your group credibility when it
asks for more resources.
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b. Try to find out who’s responsible for thinking about knowledge management at
your firm and learn what they’re doing. They love to talk to interested
practitioners to bounce around ideas.
i. This will be easy if the firm has a designated chief knowledge officer. If the
role is more informal, it may take some sleuthing. There may well be someone
in the IT Dept., but hopefully there will be others who think in a less
technology-centric way.
ii. For example, check with the head librarian. They are often de facto
knowledge officers. Check also with the head of professional development
and lawyer training.
iii. Talk to the Chief Marketing Officer. They may have specific initiatives of
interest, such as those relating to matter experience. But the main reason is
that they are among the few within the firm who look outwardly to what’s
going on in the law firm world. They know a lot about what other firms are
doing. They also talk strategy with the firm’s chairman and managing partner
and tend to know what’s going on within the firm. The CMO may be a good
source of who’s doing what on knowledge initiatives within the firm.
2. Solo/small firms
a. If you’re a solo, think about whether any of the ideas from today seem worth
implementing. Talk to your network of fellow solos about what they do in these
areas. Hopefully you’ll like some of these ideas enough to implement them.
b. If you’re at a smaller firm, you probably already know what’s happening – or not
happening – regarding knowledge management in your firm.
i. Try to engage your colleagues in a discussion of the issues you heard about
today. Find out what the firm needs.
ii. In a small firm, one person with personal initiative can make a huge
difference. You could be that person. Try to start with a small project that’s
likely to succeed, in order to build support.
iii. If your firm is fortunate enough to be far along on these kinds of initiatives,
you can become involved with the people spearheading the work.
VI. A Knowledge Management Initiative in Its Early Days – AfterAction Reviews
A. After-action reviews focus on lessons learned.
1. What were our goals?
2. What actually happened?
3. Why did it happen?
4. What have we learned?
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B. Other professional services firms have made after-action reviews routine. Law firms are
only now starting.
C. These reviews lead to greater efficiency, better financial results, higher client satisfaction
and improved morale.
D. The concept can apply at large or small firms. Even solo practitioners can benefit. How
the review is conducted will vary depending on the size of the firm.
E. The review is a quick meeting of all the key members of the team that worked on the
matter to go over a checklist of questions. The meeting is held soon after the matter is
completed, or after each major phase for matters that extend for years. The results are
memorialized and shared in some format, such as at quarterly meetings, with the rest of
the practice group. The purpose is to institutionalize the learning from each matter.
1. Clients love to know that a firm does this. Some clients like to be involved or get
summaries of the review.
2. The meeting is also a unique chance to collect other valuable information in a matter
of minutes that may otherwise be lost:
a. A list of key substantive legal issues addressed in the matter, which can be put in
a database for reference by others who are seeking internal experts on these
issues.
b. The main factors affecting the fee – how many revision turns occurred on the
main deal agreement, how many depositions were taken, whether specialized due
diligence was required.
c. Confirm basic data bout the matter that’s in the firm’s matter experience system –
parameters such as dollar amount involved, type of matter, industry, etc., as well
as the narrative description of the matter for use in pitch materials.
F. Like most of the ideas proposed in this program, it is best to start with a pilot of
interested lawyers.
VII. Conclusion
A. If you join the Knowledge Strategy Interest Group, you’ll have access to white papers it
prepares on knowledge strategy.
B. A white paper for larger firms will be available by the time of this program. It’s 57 pages
that describe the Top 10 Knowledge Strategies for larger firms, including many of those
described in this outline. Joining is free for Law Practice Division members. Joining the
Division costs $50/year for ABA members.
C. The larger firm white paper includes:
1. More on how to build a knowledge base like the one described in this outline,
2. How to interconnect matter experience data to make it easier to find precedents for
comparable matters, locate firm experts, staff matters with lawyers having relevant
experience and compile historical fee data for comparable matters in giving fee
estimates and proposing fixed fees,
3. More on how checklists can succeed instead of standard forms,
4. More detail about how to build a content-rich and dynamic practice group intranet,
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5. More about closing the gap between e-mail filing policies and actual practices,
6. Further details about after-action review meetings, and
7. Strategies to actually get these kinds of things accomplished despite the difficult
lawyer personalities described in this outline.
D. A white paper for solo/ small firms is also planned.
*
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